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[1] Mineral weathering and chemical denudation of terrestrial environments are understood by both geochemists and ecologists to be affected by rooted plant growth. We used unique 20-year “sandbox” experiments to test the predictions of both disciplines regarding the influence of tree growth and harvest on chemical weathering and denudation of Ca\(^2+)\), Mg\(^2+)\), and K\(^+\). Results showed 3 temporal phases: 1) weathering-dominated rapid uptake of mineral nutrients with retention in trees and soil, and low denudation; 2) biocycling-dominated nutrient uptake with slower tree growth, and chemical fluxes reduced to near zero; and 3) denudation-dominated loss of nutrient reserves after harvest by disruption of biotic regulation. Overall, a red pine sandbox used and retained its resources more effectively than a reference non-vascular system. The results suggest that disturbance may be an important factor controlling chemical denudation rates. Temporal variations of the fluxes highlight difficulties of extrapolating weathering and denudation rates over long timescales.


1. Introduction

[2] Chemical weathering and chemical denudation play major roles in many Earth system processes. Chemical weathering is the process by which chemical reactions decompose primary minerals and rocks and transfer the products to other phases such as soil water, clays, and biomass [Drever, 1997]. Chemical denudation (or chemical erosion) is defined here as net dissolved mineral mass loss in solution from watersheds and continents, with associated transport via groundwater and rivers to the oceans. There are several important reasons for studying chemical weathering and chemical denudation processes. These processes drive soil development [Stallard and Edmond, 1987; Vitousek et al., 1997], soil nutrient availability to vegetation [Bormann and Likens, 1979; Likens and Bormann, 1995] and regulate erosion of landscapes and continents [Schlesinger, 1997]. Silicate mineral weathering in particular influences the chemistry of the oceans and atmosphere [Holland et al., 1986; Berner, 2004], by moving Ca\(^2+)\), Mg\(^2+)\) and bicarbonate ions in continental runoff to the oceans where they eventually precipitate as carbonates, thereby sequestering CO\(_2\) and buffering atmospheric CO\(_2\) levels on geologic timescales.

[3] Chemical weathering and chemical denudation have been studied from two relatively distinct perspectives in the Earth and environmental sciences. From the geochemistry perspective chemical weathering and chemical denudation occur essentially together and at the same rate, functioning to “tear down” continents in the planetary-scale rock cycle. In this view, biota and soils function as mediating agents for water-rock interactions; mineral mass passes briefly through soil on its path to the oceans. It is generally understood that rooted plants should increase weathering rates via organic acid production and by physically altering soils [Drever, 1994, 1997] and it is widely believed that the inception of vascular-plant ecosystems should have substantially affected atmospheric CO\(_2\) levels during the Phanerozoic (see Berner, 2004 for a summary). Many studies have been conducted on chemical weathering rates of different environmental settings in watersheds [e.g., April et al., 1986; Hyman et al., 1998; Aghamiri and Schwartzman, 2002], and plant influence on chemical weathering [Basu, 1981; Knoll and James, 1987; Drever, 1994; Berner and Cochran, 1998; Kelly et al., 1998], but less attention has been paid to chemical denudation as such, or to weathering and denudation as distinct processes [however see Berner, 1992, 2004; Moulton et al., 2000; van Breemen et al., 2000].

[4] From an ecosystem ecology perspective, chemical weathering generates mineral-based nutrients for growth. Thus weathering is a key to sustainability in most ecosys-
accompanied by nutrient retention in biomass and perhaps in soils [Vitousek and Reiners, 1975; Bormann and Likens, 1979]. The studies also had clearly shown that forest disturbances (implemented by catchment-scale harvest experiments) could cause rapid failure of the retention mechanisms, as evidenced by the increased streamflows and stream water nutrient concentrations driving dramatic chemical denudation increases [Bormann and Likens, 1979]. The idea that retention and denudation depend on ecosystem development phase, and in particular on biomass increment or loss, is now a venerable and durable tenet of biogeochemical theory [e.g., Hedin et al., 1995; Romanowicz et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 1997; Valett et al., 2002; Bailey et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2006]. In these studies, weathering rates were hard to define because of landscape, soil and vegetation heterogeneity. However, they are expected to be driven to relatively high levels by vegetation growth during aggradation periods, particularly during “primary succession” as ecosystems featuring rapid-weathering pioneer species develop on fresh landscapes, but also during secondary succession, i.e., ecosystem redevelopment following disturbance [Gorham et al., 1979]. In general, models relating weathering to denudation and other ecosystem processes have been hard to support; review of the existing literature yields strikingly variable results independent of the age of the vegetation and landscape [Bain et al., 1994; Hornbeck et al., 1997; Land et al., 1999; Moulton et al., 2000; Aghamiri and Schwartzman, 2002].

Our objective was to test the geochemistry-perspective idea that vascular plant growth increases chemical weathering and denudation, by investigating the temporal dynamics of the effect of red pine and associated microbial community on mineral weathering and denudation fluxes using unique experimental ecosystems [Bormann et al., 1987, 1993, 1998; Berner et al., 1998; O’Brien et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2006a] located at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF). These simple systems allowed us to measure chemical denudation and estimate weathering with relatively great accuracy, and facilitated comparison of the weathering and denudation effects of a red pine monoculture with a reference system with no vascular vegetation. Our specific questions were: 1.) How does tree growth affect weathering and denudation fluxes compared to a system with non-vascular vegetation? 2.) How does the weathering-denudation relationship change over the course of ecosystem development and disturbance? Our starting point was a succession-based conceptual model featuring ideas taken from the forest-biogeochemical literature discussed above, and re-presented to emphasize the temporal dynamics of weathering and denudation. We hypothesized (Figure 1) that chemical weathering and denudation would be high initially due to abundance of fresh mineral surfaces in the sand, and weathering would outpace denudation yielding gain of available nutrients in the ecosystem during periods of most rapid tree growth or aggradation. We expected chemical weathering to be re-accelerated following harvest disturbance due to increased acid production by growth of microbial decomposers. We also predicted post-harvest denudation rates to dramatically rise due to absence of nutrient and water uptake by the trees.
yielding depletion of available nutrients in the ecosystem for a period after the disturbance. We also hypothesized that the reference nonvascular system would exhibit a rapidly and irreversibly falling weathering rate due to the decrease of easily weatherable, fresh mineral surfaces in the absence of the acid-production, physical-perturbation, and nutrient-uptake capacities by growing rooted plants (Figure 1). Without a biomass pool for sequestration, we expected weathered nutrients to be denuded right away and at the same rate.

2. Methods and Materials

2.1. Site Description

[7] The HBEF is located in the White Mountains of North-Central New Hampshire, USA. Outdoor “sandbox” lysimeters were constructed in 1982–83 [Bormann et al., 1987] to study nitrogen cycling and fixation [Bormann et al., 1993]. The sandboxes (7.5 × 7.5 m wide × 1.5 m deep) were fully lined with industrial grade Hypalon membrane in ground parts of the pine trees were carefully harvested and removed, and regrowth of vascular plants since then has been prevented by weeding [Keller et al., 2006a].

[8] Drainage pipes were installed in the bottom of each sandbox and were connected to an all-weather subsurface chamber, which allowed monitoring drainage water flow rates and cation concentrations all year around [Ingersoll et al., 1987; O’Brien et al., 2004]. Pore water samplers were also installed at depths of 15, 35, and 95 cm in 1995 to monitor soil water chemistry. These samplers consist of a glass porous plate affixed to a glass collection chamber, kept under 0.25 bar suction overnight before sample collection. Three replicated samplers were installed at each depth in boreholes, which were laterally hand-augered from the side of the sandboxes to minimize disturbance [O’Brien et al., 2004].

2.2. Sample Collection

[9] Samples were collected over a period of twenty water years, from June 1983 to May 2004. The water year at HBEF starts on 1 June and ends on 31 May of the next calendar year, because yearly precipitation and streamflow correlate best using this interval [Likens and Bormann, 1995]. Data collection lapsed between 1988 and 1992 due to lack of financial support.

[10] Drainage water samples were collected from both sandboxes; volume weighted and analyzed for base cation concentrations [Bormann et al., 1998; Keller et al., 2006a] at University of Vermont. Samples for chemical analysis were collected daily, weekly, biweekly, and triweekly over the course of the study (dependent on the objectives of the researchers). Drainage flow rates were measured instantaneously with proportional sampling until August 11, 1998 and with tipping buckets connected to a data logger after that [O’Brien et al., 2004]. Soil water was collected periodically between 1996 and 2004 [O’Brien et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2006a].

[11] Precipitation values were determined by taking weekly readings from a standard rain gage [Federer et al., 1990]. Bulk precipitation, which includes particles deposited between rain events, was collected at HBEF weather station 22 about 200 m northwest of the study area [Likens et al., 1994, 1998]. Bulk precipitation samples were analyzed for major elements and values are available at the HBEF website [Likens, 2004]. Fine dust and aerosols in canopy interception were not measured, which somewhat underestimated the total value of Ca and K in atmospheric input [Lovett, 1994; Lovett et al., 1997]. The White Mountain area is heavily forested, local dust generation is low and the red pine sandbox was surrounded with 3 to 6 tree-wide buffer zone, which also decreased dry deposition to the canopy [Bormann et al., 1998]. Furthermore studies by Likens et al. [1994, 1998] indicated that for both Ca and K, bulk precipitation at HBEF gives good estimate of total wet and dry deposition.
[12] Aboveground (foliage, stem, live branches, dead branches, and litter) and belowground (stumps, fine and coarse roots) biomass was sampled in 1983, 1988 [Bormann et al., 1998], and 1998 [Keller et al., 2006a], and was analyzed for total carbon, nitrogen and cation compositions. After oven drying at 65°C the biomass materials were ground, digested then analyzed using Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectrometer (ICP-AES) [Bormann et al., 1998].

[13] Soil cores were collected at multiple locations in 1984–85, 1988, 1998, and 2002 in each sandbox and oven dried to a constant weight at 65°C and stored for further chemical analyses. Conventional ammonium acetate extraction procedure (adapted from Mclntosh [1969]) was used on all archived subsamples to determine the soil-exchangeable cation pool. The solutions were analyzed for cation composition on an Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma Spectrometer in the Crop and Soils Department, at Washington State University. All soil core subsamples were extracted and analyzed at once to minimize analytical uncertainties.

2.3. Calculations

[14] The rate of chemical denudation (D) was quantified by taking the difference of leaching losses in drainage water (Dr) and bulk precipitation (P) input:

\[ D = Dr - P \] (1)

where the terms of the equation were defined as the sum of Ca\(^{2+}\), Mg\(^{2+}\) and K\(^+\) fluxes in and out from the sandboxes (mol m\(^{-2}\) a\(^{-1}\)) on ground surface area basis. These elements are the most important essential base-cation nutrients for plant growth [Gorham et al., 1979]. Sodium was not included because data collection was uneven over the entire period and Na\(^-\) is a conservative element, which is not taken up by vegetation in large amounts [Bailey et al., 2003].

[15] The rate of chemical weathering was estimated using a modified form of the mass balance approach of Bormann et al. [1998]:

\[ W = D + \Delta B + \Delta S \] (2)

where W is the chemical weathering, D is the chemical denudation defined in equation (1), \( \Delta B \) is change of cation content in pine biomass and \( \Delta S \) is change in the products of weathering left in the soil, which is here defined as exchangeable cations [Markewitz and Richter, 2000]. The biomass and soil sampling times determined three intervals of chemical weathering estimations (1983–1988, 1988–1998, 1998–2002).

2.4. Statistical Analyses

[16] The variance of each term in equations (1) and (2) was determined and combined using standard methods to estimate denudation- and weathering-rate error for each sandbox [Balogh, 2006]. ANOVA with time series analysis was run using SAS on the denudation results for detection of differences over time and between the two boxes [Dean and Voss, 1999]. The analysis was divided for two periods: before and after harvest. Thus it was possible to make limited statistical comparisons within and between the RP and NV sandbox “treatments”, even though there was no replication within the treatments.

3. Results

3.1. Hydrochemistry

[17] Cation concentrations in drainage water (gray symbols, Figure 2) in both boxes generally decreased over time. The concentration of both cations developed a seasonal pattern in the non-vascular (NV) sandbox (Figures 2a and 2b). A seasonal pattern was not detected in red pine (RP) sandbox (Figures 2c and 2d) as the trees evaporated nearly all incoming rainfall during the growing season. After the RP tree harvest (1998), K\(^+\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) “spiked” immediately and after 1 year, respectively, and then gradually declined [Keller et al., 2006a]. However, the concentrations remained 2 to 4 times higher than NV even after 6 years (Figure 2). The Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations of drainage were about one-fourth of Ca\(^{2+}\) concentrations in both boxes and tracked Ca\(^{2+}\) patterns very closely, so they are not shown.

[18] Soil water Ca\(^{2+}\) concentrations (open colored symbols, Figure 2) in RP were lower at 15 and 35 cm than in NV soil water (p = 0.013) and also lower than drainage waters from both boxes (Figures 2a, 2c), but only before tree-harvest. In contrast, K\(^+\) in soil water was always higher in RP compared to NV (p = 0.005) (Figures 2b and 2d). Concentrations of soil water, like drainage, “spiked” after tree-harvest – immediately with K\(^+\) and after delay with Ca\(^{2+}\) (Figures 2c and 2d).

3.2. Changes in Soil Exchangeable Cation Pool

[19] Depletion of exchangeable Ca\(^{2+}\) near the RP soil surface was evident after 5 years, but then reversed itself by year 15, perhaps as litter decomposed and replenished exchange sites. The harvest did not change this trend. Although it happened more slowly, Ca\(^{2+}\) depletion in NV was greater than RP by 2002, even at the deepest layers measured (Figures 3a and 3b). In contrast, soil-exchangeable K\(^+\) was enriched in the first 5 years near the surface in NV, then became more depleted with time at all depths (Figure 3c). In RP the surface layer enrichment continued until tree-harvest in 1998; then the topsoil layer lost a large amount of exchangeable K\(^+\), which might have contributed to a slight enrichment at depth (Figure 3d). By 2002, the soil-exchangeable K\(^+\) depth profile in RP tracked the profile in NV, but the concentrations were higher.

[20] The concentration changes were used to calculate mass changes in exchangeable cations (\( \Delta S \), equation (2)). These changes were substantial after 15 and even larger after 20 years in both RP and NV (Table 2). Soil acidity was buffered by these depletions of base cations from exchange sites as the drainage water pH did not change significantly during the study [Keller et al., 2006a].

3.3. Changes in Biological Uptake and Storage

[21] Red pine trees grew rapidly accumulating about 16 Mg ha\(^{-1}\) a\(^{-1}\) of biomass in the first 5 years of the study [Bormann et al., 1993]. Base cation uptake and storage in biomass (\( \Delta B \), equation (2)) contributed more than half of
the total weathering flux during this period (Table 2). Between 1988 and 1998 growth decreased to about 6 Mg ha$^{-1}$ a$^{-1}$ of biomass. During this time $\Delta B$, which included both living and dead biomass, dropped to only 3% of the previous period (Table 2). After tree harvest, the changes of the decaying belowground biomass were only indirectly monitored by measuring soil respiration [Keller et al., 2006b]. The estimated respired carbon mass was used to estimate cation releases from biomass with the assumption of stoichiometric decomposition (Table 2). However, this might be an upper-limit estimate of change in biomass pool of cations, because soil respiration counts for the CO$_2$ release by both the belowground biomass decay and soil organic matter decomposition [Keller et al., 2006b].

3.4. Chemical Denudation

The denudation flux ($D$, equation (2)) declined for several years for both RP and NV (Figure 4) and dropped to 0.06 mol m$^{-2}$ a$^{-1}$ by 1993–94 water-year in NV; it followed precipitation variations, aside from the first year (Figure 4a, top). Before tree-harvest the pattern of denudation in RP was similar to NV, but the magnitudes were smaller and the proportional declines were larger, from 0.15 mol m$^{-2}$ a$^{-1}$ to about 0.03 mol m$^{-2}$ a$^{-1}$. Significant differences were detected in denudation among the years ($p = 0.004$) and also between the two boxes ($p = 0.014$) excluding water year 1996 before the harvest [Balogh, 2006].

After the harvest, the RP chemical denudation fluxes exhibited the predicted pattern after a major disturbance [e.g., Vitousek and Reiners, 1975; Bormann and Likens, 1979] peaking at 0.22 mol m$^{-2}$ a$^{-1}$ two years after tree-harvest, then declining rapidly. The RP denudation flux followed precipitation fluctuations (Figure 4a), but at substantially higher rates than before tree-harvest and than the NV flux. Significant differences were found between the denudation fluxes of the two boxes ($p = 0.02$) in the post-harvest period [Balogh, 2006].

Prior to the disturbance chemical denudation was always larger in NV than in RP (Figure 4a). In addition, the cumulative denudation values were larger in NV than in RP, and the difference between the boxes increased until the harvest, after which it decreased by the large RP denudation fluxes (Figure 4b). For each of the 1988–1992 water-years we estimated denudation as the product of average concentration and flow for 1988 and 1992. This method might over-estimate chemical denudation for both boxes.

3.5. Chemical Weathering

Weathering rates ($W$) were initially high in both ecosystems and then decreased significantly (Table 2, Figure 5). Results for the first 5 years of rapid growth in
enrichment was observed in the Exchangeable Ca \( \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{a}^{-1} \) in RP. During this period weathering also declined in NV, but only about 7.5 times, from 0.3 to 0.04 mol m \(^{-2}\) a \(^{-1}\) (Table 2).

[26] After harvest, chemical weathering became indistinguishable from zero in RP as the source of cations in drainage was attributed to rapidly decaying belowground biomass (equation (2)). The reported weathering value (Table 2) might be a minimum due to the selected methods of estimating changes in biomass pools. It also appears that weathering was close to zero in NV, which was attributable to the decreased denudation component and loss from the exchangeable cation pool (Figure 3, Table 2).

[27] The cumulative weathering flux was about 2.5 times greater than the cumulative denudation flux in RP after 15 years growth, while NV showed the opposite relationship (Figure 4b). In addition, the cumulative denudation was still less than cumulative weathering in RP after 6 years of prevented revegetation (Figure 4b).

4. Discussion

[28] As predicted by decades of ecosystem-ecology theory, vascular vegetation interacted strongly with weathering and denudation processes, and weathering and denudation rates were generally unequal and changed dramatically through time in response to biological nutrient demands and disturbances. These interactions can be understood as they play out across three phases (Figure 5) loosely tied to our theoretical ecosystem-development model (Figure 1).

4.1. Weathering-Dominated Nutrient Dynamics With Rapid Tree Growth (Phase 1)

[29] The first phase (1983 to 1988) was characterized by weathering at several times the rate of denudation (Figure 5) and at a higher rate than observed in other studies [e.g., April et al., 1986; Bain et al., 1994; Clow and Drever, 1996; Kolka et al., 1996; Hornbeck et al., 1997; Hyman et al., 1998; Land et al., 1999; Moulton et al., 2000; Aghamiri and Schwartzman, 2002]. These weathering-dominated nutrient dynamics featured plant exploitation of available organic and mineral soil resources. Rapid weathering in RP was associated with the rapid growth of nutrient-rich biomass, averaging about 0.57 mol N m \(^{-2}\) a \(^{-1}\) in the first 5 years [Bormann et al., 1998, 2002]. Rapid biomass and N accumulation in pines required rapid uptake of base cations (about 0.5 mol m \(^{-2}\) a \(^{-1}\); Table 2) derived mostly from weathering. Primary productivity is the likely source of organic acids needed to speed weathering (through roots

Table 2. Components of Chemical Weathering and Denudation Mass-Balance for Three Time Intervals in the NV and RP Sandboxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (P)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drainage (Dr)</td>
<td>0.114 (0.015)</td>
<td>0.206 (0.020)</td>
<td>0.054 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in soil (\Delta S)</td>
<td>0.092 (0.014)</td>
<td>0.100 (0.020)</td>
<td>-0.051 (0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in biomass (\Delta B)</td>
<td>0.290 (0.058)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.010 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denudation (D) (Equation 1)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.015)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.020)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathering (W) (Equation 2)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.088)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.041)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.027)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)All values are the sum of Ca, Mg and K fluxes (mol m \(^{-2}\) a \(^{-1}\)). Standard error values are listed beneath each flux in parentheses. Change in biomass from 1998 to 2002 for RP was estimated from cumulative soil respiration flux following tree harvest (see text).
and via mycorrhizal fungi), and vascular extension of roots throughout the rooting zone [Bormann et al., 1993] increased access to mineral surfaces.

[30] The RP system exhibited a weathering rate about 1.5 times greater than NV, a denudation rate half as large as in NV (Table 2, Figure 5). Parallel outcomes are seen in studies of primary succession with early successional species that appear to exploit nutrient-poor soils with fresh, “active” mineral surfaces with the aid of symbiotic N₂ fixation [Bormann et al., 1987, 1993]. In these cases, rapid nutrient transfers from primary mineral phases to biomass and to soil exchangeable pools [Vitousek et al., 1997], with relatively small losses, are presumably associated with large differences between weathering and denudation rates. The large difference between weathering and denudation during rapid growth in our RP system was predicted by our model (Figure 1). However, the geochemistry perspective emphasized the power of vascular plants to denude (Figure 1); thus we had not expected the substantial depression of RP denudation relative to NV denudation during that time (Figure 3a). The explanation is that RP drainage flows were much smaller than NV drainage flows, while nutrient concentrations in the drainage waters of the two boxes were similar (Figure 2). Also the incorporation of organic matter into the surface of the NV sandbox supported respiration [Keller et al., 2006b] by microbes and non-vascular vegetation, which may have increased NV weathering relative to what would be observed in a purely mineral medium. In nature the soils of fresh and reset landscapes often contain organic matter or quickly develop some organic matter near the surface, such that respiration-driven weathering could become important. This could also have occurred on the continents before the advent of vascular plants [Keller and Wood, 1993].

[31] We had also expected that weathering and denudation fluxes would be equal in the NV system (Figure 1), which was not the case (Figure 5). Our model did not consider soil changes and in the NV system weathering exceeded denudation because cations were sequestered by accumulation on the soil cation exchange sites (Table 2).

4.2. Biocycling-Dominated Nutrient Dynamics With Slow Tree Growth (Phase 2)

[32] The second phase (1988 to 1998) was characterized by a dramatic decline of weathering fluxes to less than or equal to the denudation fluxes (Figure 5) with continued, but slower, tree growth in RP. Denudation also decreased about 50% in both sandboxes, but the NV flux remained 2 times larger than the RP flux. The denudation flux in RP was nearly equal to DS and it could be attributed to loss of exchangeable Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ (while exchangeable K⁺ increased, Figure 3d). The drop of weathering to such a low rate implies that a large portion (about 60%) of the cations that continued to accumulate in pines came from bioavailable forms returned to the soil through decomposition (biocycling; 0.006 mol m⁻² a⁻¹). The enrichment of exchangeable Ca²⁺ and K⁺ in the upper 10 cm during this period supports this conclusion (Figures 3b, 3d). Nitrogen supply is likely intertwined with weathering and growth rates. Wang and Hawley (unpublished data) found signs of decreasing N content in soil during the second period, which also could be related to slower growth and biocycling of nutrients. Increased evapotranspiration (73% of precipitation in RP, compared to 28% in NV) and low Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ soil water concentrations in the rooting zone (Figure 2c) were signals of strong biotic regulation during this phase. The weathering decrease in NV probably occurred as labile carbon was depleted by microbial activity, and when easily weatherable mineral surfaces decreased. Less biotic regulation and lack of biocycling by non-vascular vegetation, as compared to the vascular pine system, leads to greater nutrient loss (denudation) and soil depletion over time in NV.

[33] This phase differs from our prediction (Figure 1), most notably in timescale of developmental change as the RP denudation and weathering rates dropped dramatically to levels even lower than NV. Bormann and Likens [1979] estimated about 150–180 years to reach the maximum of forest aggradation when the output of limiting (N, P) and essential (base cation) nutrients is at the minimum in a hypothetical model of ecosystem succession [Vitousek and Reiners, 1975; Gorham et al., 1979]. In contrast we
observed low denudation rates develop much more rapidly, and we observed these low rates after tree growth rates had declined to much less than their maximum.

The rapidity of phase 2 development may have resulted from the crowding of trees and associated biocycling. On the other hand, natural soil development is supposed to slow chemical weathering, because the parent material is sealed from weathering processes by thickening soil, and fresh surfaces become covered by organic and secondary coatings [Stallard and Edmond, 1987]. Scanning electron microscopy investigation of the sandbox soil minerals indeed showed biological and oxidative coatings on grain surfaces [Balogh et al., 2004]. Either way, the phase-2 flux declines cannot be attributed to depletion of mineral in the substrate. Initially, the sand (Table 1) contained at least 100 mol m$^{-2}$ of each cation just in its most weatherable source phase, while at the end of phase 1, 5 years of weathering had transferred only about 1.5 and 2.5 mol m$^{-2}$ of total cations to other pools in the NV and RP sandboxes respectively.

The estimated weathering rate (0.01 mol m$^{-2}$ a$^{-1}$) in RP during this biocycling-dominated interval is within the range estimated in watershed studies (0.005–0.08 mol m$^{-2}$ a$^{-1}$) where chemical weathering is taken as equal to chemical denudation [e.g., April et al., 1986; Bain et al., 1994; Hornbeck et al., 1997; Land et al., 1999; Aghamiri and Schwartzman, 2002].

4.3. Denudation-Dominated Nutrient Dynamics Following Tree Harvest (Phase 3)

Phase 3 (1998 harvest-2002) was characterized by a larger denudation flux than weathering flux. This reversal of the relationship observed during phase 1 suggests the term denudation-dominated for nutrient dynamics during this period. Loss of biotic regulation in RP was evident in large leaching rates resulting from large drainage flows, accelerated depletion of nutrients from exchange sites and the release of nutrients from biomass decomposition, which caused large cation concentrations in soil and drainage water. Following the harvest, the K$^+$ concentration increases occurred one season before the Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ increases, which dominated the total denudation losses [Keller et al., 2006a], resulting in delay of the denudation peak relative to our prediction (Figure 1). Meanwhile K$^+$ loss dominated the post-harvest exchange-complex dynamics. This suggests that available K$^+$ resources are more vulnerable to certain kinds of disturbances than Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ [Keller et al., 2006a], which is perhaps not surprising given the very different biogeochemistry of these cations [Likens et al., 1994, 1998].

We had hypothesized that the anticipated increase in the post-harvest denudation rate would be accompanied and indeed driven by a surge in weathering due to acid production by decomposition (Figure 1). Although CO$_2$ weathering did continue during this phase [Keller et al., 2006a, 2006b], it was undetectable by the methods of this study; cessation of photosynthesis eliminated weathering directly caused by plant growth and metabolism, so that hydrologic export of available nutrients dominated the nutrient dynamics and weathering became very small, contrary to our model.
prediction (Figure 1). The physical soil disturbance which accompanies most natural and managed forest disturbances, and which would tend to spur decomposition and expose fresh weatherable surfaces, was purposefully and artificially eliminated in our experiment. In systems with natural regrowth the duration and amplitude of this phase could be smaller [Romanowicz et al., 1996; Likens et al., 1998]; here the regrowth of vascular vegetation was prevented and this artificially retarded the recovery stage of ecosystem succession.

[38] The reference NV system was not disturbed during this period. Weathering in NV appeared to be zero, but denudation declined less, to 2/3 of its rate in the previous phase (0.06 mol m⁻² a⁻¹) (Table 2). The decline in weathering was at least partly attributable to the decline in microbial activity, evident in CO2 respiration rates [Keller et al., 2006b], due to depletion of bioavailable carbon and nitrogen [Sylvia et al., 1999] from the topsoil initially tilled into the sand. Denudation at a rate greater than weathering (Figure 5) meant that NV was losing its “nutrient capital”, possibly by abiotic processes depleting the soil-extractable pool (Table 2).

[39] Nutrient dynamics in the NV system were similar to those in RP in two important respects: weathering and denudation fluxes were larger at the beginning than later in the study; and early importance of weathering gave way to equivalence or even (slight) dominance of denudation later (Figure 5). However, the changes in NV were relatively smooth over the course of the experiment and they occurred without appreciable photosynthesis and with disturbance only at the beginning, i.e., sandbox construction. Thus while the weathering and denudation dynamics of the NV system appear to have been substantially impacted by its biology, its overall history might be best understood as less biotically regulated and more denudation-dominated via physical-chemical processes.

5. Summary and Conclusions

[40] Chemical weathering and chemical denudation fluxes differed between red pine and reference non-vascular experimental “sandbox” ecosystems and over ecosystem development during our 20-year study. On this timeframe, biotic regulation and its collapse dramatically shifted the relationship between weathering and denudation processes in RP. In the first five years, rapidly growing red pine trees facilitated a large weathering pulse while denudation was limited by rapid nutrient and water uptake to 1/5th of the weathering flux. Contrary to our hypothesis, RP exhibited less than 1/2 of the denudation flux compared to the reference NV. This first phase was characterized by rapid uptake of available organic and “fresh” mineral soil resources by biota, and weathering-dominated nutrient dynamics, i.e., rates of weathering that greatly exceeded denudation. Over the next phase, tree growth slowed and weathering and denudation rates became small and not significantly different, such that nutrient dynamics shifted toward being biocycling-dominated. This conservative mode of nutrient cycling changed after tree harvest, in phase-3, with RP experiencing significant disruption of biotic regulation. The denudation flux became large and (contrary to our hypothesis) weathering remained small, i.e., nutrient dynamics shifted to denudation-dominated.

[41] If we had adopted the traditional geochemistry perspective for our study and estimated the weathering flux as equal to the denudation flux, we would not have detected the roles of biological regulation and disturbance in dramatically and differentially shifting weathering and denudation rates. In RP system, we would have greatly underestimated the weathering flux in the first phase and greatly overestimated it after disturbance; we would have been correct only in the biocycling-driven interval, when the fluxes were about equal. Neglect of biological and soil pools in transient systems might partly explain why Ca weathering fluxes are so variable among watershed studies, even on similar timescales of landscape development [e.g., April et al., 1986; Hornbeck et al., 1997; Land et al., 1999].

[42] A body of previous geochemical work suggests that over geologic time, post-mid-Ordovician vascular ecosystems drew down atmospheric CO2 by more efficiently weathering and denuding Ca-Mg-silicate terrains, relative to their non-vascular predecessors [Basu, 1981; Berner, 1992, 2004]. Our study over ecosystem-development time shows a vascular system rapidly and efficiently mining an artificial Ca-Mg silicate terrain by weathering, but then tenaciously retaining the Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ against denudation by storing bioavailable nutrients in various ecosystem pools. Total denudation from this system only approached that of a reference non-vascular system 6 years after a harvest disturbance with suppression of revegetation. In this case the non-vascular system was the more efficacious denuder. While these results are particular to experimental conditions and scaling, they highlight the idea [Berner, 2004] that the rate of chemical denudation of the continents, and its consequences for the regulation of ocean and atmospheric chemistry, may depend critically on the globally averaged frequency and severity of landscape and ecosystem disturbances.
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